
ARYA KITS
2.5-way floor stand speaker 

Arya
The good-looking Arya is a floor standing 2½ way speaker.
Arya means ‘not ordinary’ or ‘clever/smart man’ and we believe Arya is the clever choice if you want a very handsome 
‘traditional’ floor  standing speaker with a high performance.
The drivers for Arya are the MFC (mineral filled PP cone) mid-woofers that give a tight/firm bass when tuned correctly, 
and a crisp mid. We are confident that PP-cones have never sounded better.

With 2 x 6” you get enough quality bass in room up to about 50m2/500f2.
The tweeter is the very renowned and patented SB29RDC ring dome.
It is a large dome of 29mm and the fact that it is ‘terminated’ on the top of the dome results in a very low distortion 
dome-type with a very ‘silent/black’ background.

X-over is mounted with selected components from recognised brands.

Cabinet:
High quality 18mm MDF with several internal

Kit components:
- Cabinet of own choice incl. front grill (magnet version), All fittings, binding post, damping with cutting pattern sheet.
- Drivers
- X-over fully assembled including driver cables.
- Step by step guidance download from www.sbacoustics.com
- All above parts can be purchased as a complete Arya kit or piece by piece.

All cabinet drawings and schematics will be available online on our website.

Frequency Range

Sensitivity ( 2.83V / 1m )

Nominal Impedance

Max SPL

Recommended Amplifier

Cross-over Frequency

Enclosure Type

Port tuning Frequency

Drive Units

Cabinet Material

Speaker Dimension (HxWxD)

Net Weight

ARYA KITS 
44 - 28000 Hz 

87.5 dB

4Ω 

107 dB

50 - 200 W

3000 Hz

Bass reflex

41 Hz

SB29RDC-C000-4 & 6" SB17MFC35-8

18mm MDF

1076 x 195 x 310 mm ( 42.36 x 7.68 x 12.2 inch )

Cabinet only = 18.73 kg ( 41.29 lb )

Full assy = 22.54 kg ( 49.69 lb )

Engineered in Denmark - Manufactured in Indonesia

www.sbacoustics.com
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